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Relativization in Kalmyk 
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The following paper surveys the general patterns of relativization found in Kalmyk, including 
appearance in different parts of speech, as well as variations in tense and aspect. Headless 
relatives, universal free relatives and nonrestrictive relatives are also explored.  

 

1. Introduction 

Kalmyk is the westernmost Mongolic language, spoken in the Republic of Kalmykia. The 
majority of linguistic work conducted with regards to the Kalmyk language is in Russian, and as 
such it was a privilege to work with Andrey Boskhomdzhiev to pioneer English-conducted 
research in this language. 

In this report, I present data and generalizations concerning such topics in Kalmyk 
relativization as: 

• The appearance of relativization in different parts of speech (Section 2) 
• The appearance of tense and aspect in conjunction with relativization (Section 3) 
• Trends in formation of different types of relatives (Section 4) 

 
2. Parts of Speech 

 

In a Kalmyk sentence containing a relative, the relative component commonly precedes the noun 
it modifies. The relative component takes several suffixes, depending on the tense. In the past 
tense, the suffix /sɪn/ is added to the verb stem. The noun modified by the relative component 
reflects the part of speech, as illustrated below. 

2.1 Subject 
 
a) ysin   jumən       mini        sɛtkɪldə     orna 

see.REL things       my          mind     come 
What I see inspires me     (3/23/16) 
 

a) bortsyk  kɛʤasin   kyn  Garta   øta 
bortsyk  make.PROG.REL  person hands   skilled 
The person who is making the bortsuk is skilled (3/30/16) 

 
When a relative modifies a noun in the subject position, the sentence appears with the relativized 
verb first, followed by the modified noun, followed by the remainder of the sentence, as seen in 
(2.1a). There are also instances in Kalmyk in which the subject does not take the subject form, 
but instead appears in the genitive case, as demonstrated in (2.1b). 
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b) kɛʤasin           bortskɪn           san      unur      Garɣl la 
make.PROG.REL   bortsyk.GEN   good   smell     came.out 
The bortsuk that was being cooked smelled delicious (4/06/16) 

 
In this instance, the verb still takes the relative suffix and precedes the noun. The only distinction 
is that the subject takes the genitive case. Examples of this occurrence are insufficient to pose an 
explanation for this phenomenon, though it is possible that this case is related to the phenomenon 
found in Section 3 regarding universal free relatives in the object position discussed below. 

 
2.2 Object 

 
a) ysin   juməndə  durtaβ 

see.REL  things.DAT  love.1stS 
I like what I see      (3/23/16) 

 
When a relative modifies a noun in the object position, the sentence appears with the relativized 
verb first, followed by the modified noun, followed by the remainder of the sentence, as seen in 
(2.1a). There are also instances in Kalmyk in which the subject does not take the subject form, 
but instead appears in the genitive case, as demonstrated in (2.1b). 
 
2.3 Indirect object 

 
a) zursin             jumən     kəndə  okχə     mini    durumbə 

painted.REL      things     who.DAT  to give     my    decision 
Who I give my drawings to is my decision   (3/23/16) 

 
Relativization in the indirect object position appears in accordance with the pattern observed thus 
far. The verb takes the relative suffix and is followed by a noun appearing as in indirect object.  

 
2.4 Locative 

 
a) ju  zursan     hama   zursɪndə         zurʤɛ   bolna 

what    paint     where   paint.REL.DAT    paint     therefore it comes  
Where I draw influences what I draw   (3/23/16) 

 
In contrast to the other positions, in the locative case the locative word precedes the relativized 
verb. It is also interesting that the object of the sentence appears before the subject, which may 
be attributed to a special construction associated with the verb /bolna/. 

Another interesting elicitation in (2.4a) is the appearance of two relatives. When two 
relatives appear in the same sentence, as in (2.4a), the first instance does not take the relative 
suffix.  

 
Generalizations 

 Relativization follows a generally predictable pattern in Kalmyk. The relativized verb 
stem takes the tense and the relative suffix, and the modified noun takes the case predicated 
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according to its part of speech. There are several exceptions to this rule, which require further 
investigation. The first is in the subject position where the noun occasionally takes the genitive 
case. The second is in the locative case, where thee relativized verb appears after the noun it 
modifies. 

2.5 Possessor Relatives 

An interesting phenomenon is that Kalmyk does not directly form possessor relatives. Rather, a 
word such as “owner” is used to paraphrase the possessive relationship. 

a) mini      tuʤaχə            maʃɪnə      ɛzin      sɛtkɪl    zoβʤaχə 
      my         driving.REL    car.GEN   owner   soul      suffering 
      The person whose car I am driving is nervous        (3/30/16) 
 
b) mini   tuχar      seʤaχa           maʃɪnə      ɛzin     amərulɣundɛ     βæna 
      my     drive.INF   want.REL      car.GEN   owner  vacation.DAT   is 
      The person whose car I will driving is away on vacation       (3/30/16) 
 
The examples of possessor relatives are too few to satisfactorily make a generalization. What can 
be gleaned from the two cases above is that there may be a simple trend of using the word 
“owner” in place of a possessor relative.  

3 Tense and Aspect 

Tenses in the relative case are expressed as suffixes attached to verbal root stems. The suffix 
varies to reflect the tense it conveys. The tense of the relativized verb does not necessarily agree 
with the tense of the main verb. In fact, it appears that relative clauses generally lack agreement.  

3.1 Past 

a) bortsyk  kɛʤasin  kyn  urta 
bortsyk  make.REL  person skilled  
The person who was making the bortsuk was skilled (4/06/16) 

b)       zursin              jumən     kəndə  okχə     mini    durumbə 
painted.REL      things     who.DAT  to give     my    decision 
Who I give my drawings to is my decision   (3/23/16) 

 

The relative suffix in the past tense is /sin/. The same suffix is used in the present progressive 
form of the relative suffix, as illustrated in (3.2a) and (3.2b) below. 

3.2 Present 
 

a)       bortsyk   kɛʤaχa   kyn  Gartan    øta 
bortsyk   make.PRES.REL  person  hands    skilled 
The person who is making the bortsuk is skilled  (4/06/16) 
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b)       mini      tuʤaχə            maʃɪnə      ɛzin      sɛtkɪl    zoβʤaχə 
            my         driving.REL    car.GEN   owner   soul      suffering 
              The person whose car I am driving is nervous         (3/30/16) 
 

The present tense relative suffix is /χa/ or /χə/, depending on the verb stem. The present 
progressive tense, however, has the same relative suffix as the past tense, as illustrated below. 

b) bortsyk kɛʤasin   kyn  Garta   øta 
bortsyk make.PROG.REL  person hands   skilled 
The person who is making the bortsuk is skilled (3/30/16) 

 
c) saglur    bortsuk  øktsin   kyn  ølən 

Saglur   bortsyk  give.REL person hungry 
The person who Saglur is giving the bortsuk to is hungry (3/30/16) 

 
3.3 Future 

The future relative suffix is /χaraχ/ or /χəraχə/, depending on the verb stem.  
 

a) bortsyk kɛχaraχ   kyn  ner  aldərʃsin 
bortsyk make.FUT.REL  person name    renowned 
The person who will make the bortsuk is famous (3/30/16) 

b) saglur  bortsyk    økχəraχə   kyn  ølən 
Saglur bortsyk    give.FUT.REL  person hungry 
The person who Saglur will give the bortsuk to is hungry (3/30/16) 

 
3.4 Past Future 

Kalmyk displays a sort of “past future” relative suffix, which appears as /χarasin/. 
 

a) saglurin    kɛχarasin    bortsyk  digat  amtta   bolχə 
by.Saglur make.PAST.FUT.REL  bortsyk  very   tasty     be.FUT 
The bortsuk Saglur will cook will be delicious  (4/13/16) 

 
b) bortsyk      kɛχarasin    kyn  ner  aldərʃsin 

bortsyk      make.PAST.FUT.REL  person name  renowned 
The person who will make the bortsuk is famous  (4/13/16) 

 
It is important to note that the consultant said verbs ending in /χarasin/ yield the same meaning as 
those ending in /χaraχ/. 
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4 Different Types of Relatives 
 

4.1       Headless Relatives 
4.1.1 Can Appear Without Noun 

 
a) ysin   juməndə  durtaβ 

see.REL  things.DAT  love.1stS 
I like what I see       (3/23/16) 
 

b) ysindən    durtaβ 
see.REL.DAT    love.1sg.S 
I like what I see around     (4/13/16) 

 
c) zursin             jumən     kəndə  okχə     mini    durumbə 

painted.REL      things     who.DAT  to give     my    decision 
Who I give my drawings to is my decision    (3/23/16) 
 

d) zuruksan         kəndə           okχə     mini    durumbə 
what I painted        to.who          to give    my    decision 
Who I give what I painted is my decision     (4/13/16) 

 
In many cases, headless relatives are possible. The noun modified by the relativized verb may be 
removed from a sentence, with minor alterations. As seen above in (4.1.1a) and (4.1.1b), if 
/jumən/ is removed from the sentence, then the case marker must be added to the end of the 
relativized verb to account for the removal of the head. 
 
4.1.2 In Some Cases /jumen/ Type Nouns are Preferred 

 
a) ysin *(jumən) mini sɛtkɪldə oral 

What I see inspires me       (4/13/16) 
 
Headless relatives are not always possible. As evidenced above in (4.1.2a), in some cases 
/jumən/ cannot be removed from the sentence.  
 
Generalizations: 
 There are cases in Kalmyk in which headless relatives may be formed, just as there are 
cases in which headless relatives are unacceptable. 

 
4.2       Universal Free Relatives 

Universal free relatives in Kalmyk appear differently in several when they appear in the object 
position, subject position, and as time adverbials. They appear without antecedents, with the 
relative clauses filling the role of the absent noun. 
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4.2.1 Object positions 

In the object position, universal free relatives sometimes appear with a relative affix, as seen in 
(4.2.1a) and (4.2.1b). 

a) ysin   juməndə  durtaβ 
see.REL  things.DAT  love.1stS 
I like what I see      (3/23/16) 
 

a) saglər   bortsgan   øksində             kɛn       bolutʃɛ      bajsna 
Saglur  bortsyk     give.to.REL     whom   ever          is happy 
Whoever Saglur gives bortsuk to is happy   (4/13/16) 

In other cases, the universal free relatives take more complex endings, as in (4.2.1b).  

b) kɛn    bolɣutʃigin,  dorʤə    bulna 
who   cooking   Dorja     praise.PRES.PROG 
Whoever is cooking, Dorja praises (4/13/16) 

 
Still in other cases, universal free relatives in the object position do not appear to follow typical 
relative structure at all, as illustrated in (4.2.1c). 

c) nartə   kɛn    bolu   irutʃɛ         saglər   bortsyk  økχə 
party.DAT  who   ever   come.PRES.PROG   Saglur   bortsyk  give.FUT 
Whoever comes to the party, Saglur will give bortsuk to (4/13/16) 

 
There are many different ways to form a universal free relative in the object position. Further 
studies are needed in order to make any definitive claims about this particular formation. 
 
4.2.2 Subject positions 

When universal free relatives appear in the subject position, again it appears that the relative 
does not take a regular relative affix.  

a) saglur   bolʃsan,   dorʤə    idna 
Saglur  what she cooked  Dorja    eat.PRES.PROG 
Whatever Saglur cooks, she eats (4/13/16) 
 

Rather, it seems the verb that may have been relativized was nominalized instead. More specific 
study into this area is needed to form a more solid generalization. 

 
4.2.3 Time adverbial 

When universal free relatives occur in the time adverbial position, the verb does take a regular 
relative suffix, and precedes the word for time. In the case of (4.2.3a), that suffix takes the form 
of the past relative suffix /sin/ and is followed by the noun /tsagla/. 
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a) saglur     βoʤasɪn           tsagla,  dorjɛ    daŋɪn     bajsleŋta 
Saglur    cooking.REL   time      Dorja   always   happy 

            Whenever Saglur is cooking, Dorja is happy  (4/06/16) 
 

Generalizations 

Universal free relatives do appear in Kalmyk in several different positions. Each position 
appears to have multiple variations in structure, not all of which readily appear to be relativized. 
More research is needed to flush out the underlying structures responsible for the variety found 
in the formation of universal free relatives. 

5 Nonrestrictive Relatives 

Nonrestrictive and restrictive relatives, as they appear in (5.1a), (5.2a), and (5.2b), both appear 
with the relativized verb taking /sin/ as an affix and are followed by the head of the sentence. 
Whether the /sin/ affix is used in all tenses when dealing with restrictive relatives, or whether the 
affix is free to reflect different tenses, remains to be seen.   

5.1 Nonrestrictive: 

a) ɛn       zuruktɛ          βasin  mini      bakʃə       mini     zursigɛ      bulna 
this     painting.in    be.REL  my        mentor     my       painting    praise 
My mentor, who is in this painting, praises my work  (3/23/16) 

 
5.2 Restrictive: 

a) ɛnə     zursin            gɛrgin  mini      naʤɛ 
this     paint.REL     woman    my        friend 
The woman who is in this painting is my friend   (3/23/16) 

 
b) ɛnə    zursində               mini      naʤɛ 

this    painting.REL.DAT      my        friend 
My friend is in this painting (3/23/16) 

Nonrestrictive relatives in Kalmyk appear identical to restrictive relatives. This may indicate that 
there is not distinction between relative clauses that modify the head of a sentence and those that 
provide extraneous information about the head, but are not necessary.  

As is the case in any study as short as this, vastly more information is needed before any 
definitive conclusions can be drawn regarding the relative structures discussed in this article. 


